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“Yeah, Mister Daglesh is right! Miss Morrison, these pills aren’t magical. How can 
these help martial artists past the bottleneck in their training?” 

“You must be exaggerating.” 

The others agreed with Jensen. 

Like Jensen, none of them believed that Cynthion Group’s alchemical pills could 
work such wonder. 

Since Leon was Renee’s ‘boyfriend,’ they assumed that Renee was exaggerating 
to protect Leon. 

They could not think of any other sensible explanation. 

“I’m not messing around or exaggerating anything! I’ll tell the truth!” Renee, who 
was always prideful, could not stand being questioned by so many people. 

An idea formed in her mind and she turned to Leon. “Hugh, you’re the vice 
president of Cynthion Group. I’m sure you have some alchemical pills on you, 
right? Since Mister Daglesh and the others don’t believe you, why don’t you give 
them a few Energy Nurturing Pills to show them?” 

Before Leon could respond, Jensen chuckled and turned to Leon as well. “Sure! 

I can’t wait to see if Cynthion Group’s alchemical pills are actually that effective!” 

“Us, too!” 

“Show us!” 

The others cheered on and focused on Leon. 



Since Leon was Renee’s boyfriend and he bought all the herbs, the others were 
all jealous of him. 

They assumed that Renee exaggerated the effect of the pills. If the pills Leon 
produced could not deliver the same effect she claimed, Leon would be ridiculed. 

“Um, sure!” Leon nodded thoughtfully. 

He only mentioned that he was the vice president of Cynthion Group because he 
wanted to leave an impression. 

Since everyone was doubtful of the alchemical pills’ effect, this was the best 
chance for him to promote Cynthion Group. If he could prove that the pills could 
indeed deliver the claimed effect, all the guests that were present would help 
promote them. This would help spread words about Cynthion Group and gather 
sufficient fame for the future branch in the western region. 

With that in mind, he made the decision and retrieved a white flask from his 
pocket. He took out a premium Energy Nurturing Pill, before handing it to Jensen. 

“Mister Daglesh, this is a premium Energy Nurturing Pill made by Cynthion 
Group! Why don’t you try it for yourself?” Leon said. 

“Sure!” Jensen did not believe in the alchemical pills. To prove that Renee was 
exaggerating, he took the pill and swallowed it. 

The pill dissolved in his mouth immediately and transformed into a stream of pure 
energy that coursed through his body. 

Could Renee be telling the truth about the Energy Nurturing Pill? 

Jensen’s heart skipped a beat. He soon realized the pure, intense energy that 
was hidden within the pill and how it rivaled with energy within spiritual herbs. 

“Mister Daglesh, how’s it?” 

“Can it help with our training?” 



Jensen had a strange expression after he took the pill, so the others could not 
help but raise questions. 

 


